Correlation of ultrasonographic estimated fetal weight with actual birth weight in a tertiary hospital in Lagos, Nigeria.
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Abstract
Background: Sonographic fetal weight estimation is an important component of antenatal care.
Aim: To sonographically estimate fetal weight at term and to compare estimated with actual birth weights to determine the validity of estimated fetal weights.
Subjects and methods: In the prospective study, a convenience sample of 282 women was recruited. Ethical approval and informed consent of patients were obtained. An experienced sonographer estimated fetal weights by measuring BPD, HC, AC and FL using a scanner with Hadlock 3 weight estimation model. Actual birth weights were measured with a Crown weighing scale by a midwife. Data was analyzed with SPSS software version 17.0 while descriptive and inferential statistics were used to interpret results. Results were tested at error level set at p≤ 0.05.
Results: Mean estimated and actual birth weights were 3378±40g and 3393±60g respectively. Difference between the two means was not significant. Eleven percent of fetuses were sonographically estimated to be microsomic while 14.5% were microsomic at birth; 12.1% were sonographically estimated to be macrosomic but 15.2% were macrosomic at birth. Most macrosomic fetuses were delivered through cesarean section(CS) and fetal weights increased with maternal age and parity.
Conclusion: Sonographically estimated fetal weight using Hadlock 3 weight estimation model without validation correlated positively with actual birth weight in a Nigerian population.
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Introduction
Maternal and infant mortality is a major public health issue in Nigeria. The country was reported to have the second highest maternal and infant mortality rates in the world. Antenatal care reduces both maternal and infant morbidity and mortality and prenatal fetal weight estimation is known to be an important component of standard antenatal care. Fetal weight is one of the determinants of outcome of pregnancies and also a major determinant of infant mortality in the first year of life. Pre-natal fetal weight estimation, as an important aspect of routine obstetric care, helps clinicians to prepare for anticipated preterm deliveries, and to settle for the optimal delivery route. Pre-natal fetal weight prediction is helpful, for instance, in determining intra-uterine growth restriction (IUGR) which is necessary in planning for peri-natal management of such babies. Maternal risks associated with the delivery of an excessively large fetus include birth canal and pelvic floor injuries, as well as postpartum hemorrhage. The incidence of cephalopelvic disproportion (CPD) is also higher among macrosomic fetuses compared with microsomic ones with such excessive weight fetuses often requiring ‘operative vaginal delivery or cesarean delivery.’

Infant mortality rates (pre and peri-natal) are more sensitive to fetal birth weights than to their gestational ages and the delivery of macrosomic fetuses is a major obstetric challenge with any attempt at vaginal delivery often requiring ‘considered attention’ by an experienced
obstetrician and preparedness for operative delivery, shoulder dystocia and newborn asphyxia. Both low birth weight and excessive fetal weight are associated with an increased risk of newborn complications during labor and the puerperium. Perinatal complications associated with low birth weight include either preterm delivery or intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), or both while complications associated with macrosomia include shoulder dystocia, brachial plexus injuries, bony injuries, and intrapartum asphyxia. It has been suggested by some investigators that accurate prediction of fetal weight is useful to clinicians not just in the management of labour but also in reducing complications usually associated with microsomia thereby reducing maternal and peri-natal morbidity and mortality.

The use of ultrasonography for the pre-natal estimation of fetal weight is very popular. Ultrasound was hailed by some investigators as a valuable imaging modality in determining how ‘large’ the fetus is and also useful in excluding fetal anomalies among ‘small for date’ fetuses. Sonographic fetal weight could be predicted by measuring one fetal parameter such as the Biparietal diameter (BPD), Abdominal Circumference (AC), Femur Length (FL), and Head Circumference (HC) or by a combination of several of these fetal parameters. Several investigators believe, however, that a combination of several fetal parameters yields more accurate estimates of fetal weights.

Following the use of sonography in the prediction of pre-natal fetal weight, the modality was immediately touted as being superior to various clinical models of fetal weight estimation (most of the very well-known clinical models such as the tactile method, evaluation of clinical risk factor and the use of birth weight estimation formulae are associated with considerable variation). The advantage of sonographically estimated fetal weight over clinical methods was suggested to be due to the fact that sonographic fetal weight estimation relies on objective intra-uterine linear and/or planar measurement of fetal parameters, thereby eliminating subjectivity associated with clinical methods. Many investigators, however, view sonographic fetal weight prediction as complicated, laborious and have also suggested that the modality is adversely affected by maternal characteristics including age and weight, anteriorly located placentae and oligohydramnious and racial factors. Racial variation in sonographic estimation of fetal weight, for instance, is high enough that some investigators have suggested that sonographic fetal weight prediction models derived from one ethnic population when applied in another locality, without the validation of its clinical applicability, might result in wrong estimations.

Several studies have been carried out in America, Europe and Asia which compared sonographically estimated fetal weights (EFWs) with actual birth weights (ABWs) of fetuses in order to determine the accuracy of EFWs in their respective population. All ultrasound scanners in use in Nigeria are imported from developed countries in America, Europe and Asia with their weight estimation models undoubtedly derived with data from those populations. To the best of our knowledge, data on the weight of Nigerian fetuses are sparse, and data on the correlation of sonographically estimated fetal weights in the country with actual birth weight in order to establish the validity of estimation models in the country is even sparser. This study was, therefore, carried out to sonographically estimate fetal weights in a population of Nigerian pregnant women in a busy tertiary hospital in Lagos metropolis. It also compared sonographically EFWs with ABWs in order to determine the validity of Hadlock 3 fetal weight estimation algorithm in Lagos metropolis.

Subjects and methods
The study was carried out using a cross sectional research design between July, 2012 and June, 2013.

Ethical approval/informed consent
The study design was approved by the hospital’s ethical committee on research involving human subjects before the study began. Informed consent of each participant was also obtained before recruitment.

Target population
The target population was pregnant women booked for antenatal care and for subsequent delivery at term at EKO hospital PLC, Lagos, and who were required to undergo ultrasound scan examination at each trimester of pregnancy in the ultrasound center of the hospital.

Subject inclusion
Only women with singleton pregnancies uncomplicated by maternal or fetal diseases were recruited.

Sampling technique / sample size
Convenience sampling technique was used to select a
sample of 282 subjects who met the inclusion criteria for the study.

**Equipment used**

All sonographic examinations were carried out with a Sichuan-Xukang ultrasound scanner, Model XK/21355L-CD manufactured in 2011 by Sichuan-Xukang Medical Electrical Appliances Co. Ltd., China. The scanner has a 3.5MHz convex transducer. The scanner has Hadlock 3 fetal weight estimation algorithm. Actual birth weights (ABWs) were measured with the ‘Crown’ neonatal weighing scale manufactured in 2008 by Ramon Surgical Co. Ltd., New Delhi, India. The weighing scale was corrected for zero error prior to use to enhance reliability of measurement.

**Data collection**

Demographic data such as age, menstrual history and parity were obtained from patients and recorded in a data capture sheet.

**Sonographic data**

An experienced sonographer who had used the scanner consistently for more than a year performed all sonographic examinations. Before the study commenced, fetal parameters such as BPD, HC, AC and FL were measured repeatedly by the sonographer and another slightly more experienced sonographer in 30 subjects randomly selected from the sample. The two sonographers were blinded to each other’s measurements. The data they generated in this pilot survey were used to determine the intra and inter rater reliability of sonographic measurements. The mean in the two sonographers’ replicate measurements were calculated. The differences within each sonographer’s mean measurements and between the two sonographers’ mean measurements were compared. Two tailed t test showed that differences within and between means were not statistically significant (p>0.05). It was then assumed that observer errors of measurement would not significantly affect results of the study.

**Scanning technique**

The scan-delivery interval (SDI) adopted for the study was one week. Before a patient was positioned for scanning, the procedure was explained to her. A female nurse assistant acted as a chaperon throughout the study period as part the hospital’s protocol for obstetric sonography. Each patient was directed to lie supine on the examination couch with the abdomen exposed from the xiphisternum to the pubic symphysis. Ultrasonic gel was then liberally applied to the exposed portion of the abdomen.

**BPD And HC measurement**

For BPD measurement, a transverse scan image of the fetal skull showing a midline echo due to reflection by the falx cerebri (this is the linear echo that runs from the frontal to the occipital fold of the fetal head) was captured. This image also showed the thalamus and the cavum septum pellucidum in the midline. To measure BPD, the cursor was placed at the outer aspect of the near side echoes close to the transducer and then moved with the trackball to the inner aspect of the far side echo. The distance measured at right angles to the midline echoes from the outer to inner aspects of the two temporo-parietal bones is the BPD. The head circumference (HC) was measured from the same image from which BPD was measured by placing the cursor at any point in the fetal skull and then using the trackball to trace its (the fetal skull’s) perimeter. Measurement of BPD and HC are shown in figure 1.
**Fig 1.** Transverse image of fetal head suitable for BPD, OFD and HC measurements (A) BPD = distance measured at right angle between tips of the solid arrows (depicting outer edge to inner edge approach). Occipito-frontal diameter (OFD) = the distance between the tips of the open arrows. The head circumference was measured by tracing the distance round the skull. (B) Diagram of the transverse image of the fetal skull showing the thalami (large arrow), midline unbroken echo of the falx cerebri (curved arrow), and double echogenic lines (open arrow) of cavum septi pellucidi.

**Abdominal circumference**
From a transverse approach, an image of the fetal abdomen showing the fetal liver, stomach, and the left portion of the umbilical vein was captured. AC was then measured by placing the cursor of the track ball at the outermost aspect of the fetal abdomen at the level of the fetal liver and tracing round the fetal abdomen. Measurement of AC is as shown in figure 2.

**Fig 2.** Transverse images of the upper fetal abdomen. A. Solid arrows show movement of the track ball for AC measurement. B. Diagram of the transverse ultrasound image of the fetal abdomen at the level of the abdominal circumference measurement with fetal spine (curved arrow), the umbilical portion of the left portal vein (solid arrow), and fetal stomach (open arrow).

**Femur length**
From a transverse section of the fetal abdomen, the transducer was moved caudally till fetal iliac bones were demonstrated at which point a part of the femur was also seen as a bright echo. From this position, the transducer was rotated till the full length of the femur was demonstrated. Care was taken to ensure that ‘soft tissue was visible beyond both ends of the femur and
that the femoral bone did not merge with the skin of the thigh at any point to enhance the accuracy of FL measurement. Measurement of FL (measurement of metaphysis) was made by placing the cursor at the center of the U-shape at one end of the femoral bone and tracing it to center of the U-shape at other end. Measurement of FL is shown in figure 3.

![An image of fetal femur demonstrating FL measurement](image)

**Fig3. An image of fetal femur demonstrating FL measurement**
Measurement of FL is best between the U-shapes at each end of the femur.

**Sonographic estimated fetal weights (EFWs)**
Each fetal parameter (BPD, HC, AC, and FL) was measured thrice. After fetal parameters had been measured, the ultrasound scanner automatically calculated the mean of each parameter. With those means, the ultrasound scanner automatically estimated fetal weights. The estimated fetal weights as well as the mean of each fetal parameter were stored in the ultrasound machine’s computer memory. After each scanning session, the results stored in the memory were recalled and means of fetal parameters and estimated fetal weights were then copied into a computer flash drive and later transcribed into a computer.

**Measurement of actual birth weights (ABW)**
Immediately after delivery, a midwife cleaned the baby with paraffin oil and weighed it on a Crown weighing scale. Babies were weighed before they were fed and within one hour of delivery. Each naked baby was placed supine on a tray placed in the middle of the Crown weighing scale placed on a sturdy flat table. The movement of the pointer of the weighing scale was observed till it settles and this was read to the nearest 100 grams and then recorded as the baby’s actual birth weight (ABW). Birth weight and sex of each baby were recorded in a data capture sheet. Birth weight was later categorized into microsomic babies (< 2500g); normal weight babies (2500g-4000g); and macrosomic babies (> 4000g).

**Data analysis**
Both descriptive statistics such as mean, and standard deviation (SD) and inferential statistics such as paired t test and Pearson’s product moment correlation (r) were used to interpret results. Furthermore, Bland and Altman plots were used to graphically illustrate the equivalence or difference between EFWs and ABWs. Test for significance of results was set at $p \leq 0.05$. Analysis was carried out with SPSS computer software, version 17.0. (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA).

**Results**
Of the 282 patients studied, table 1 shows that 59 subjects (21.0%) were primiparas, 156 (55.3%) were multiparas and 67 (23.7%) were grandparas. This distribution is shown below.
Table 2 shows that the mean sonographically EFW of fetuses in the population was 3378±40g. It (table 2) further shows that sonographically estimated low, normal and excessive weight fetuses were 31 (11.0%), 210 (74.5%) and 41(14.5%) respectively. Furthermore, the mean ABW of fetuses was 3393±60g. Also, babies born with low, normal and excessive birth weight were 34 (12.1%), 205 (72.7%) and 43 (15.2%) respectively. This is shown below.

Table 2: Fetal weight categories and percentage of fetuses in each category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of fetal weight (g)</th>
<th>No of fetuses</th>
<th>Sonographic estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-2499</td>
<td>31 (11.0%)</td>
<td>34 (12.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500-2999</td>
<td>28 (9.9%)</td>
<td>27 (9.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000-3499</td>
<td>87 (30.9%)</td>
<td>84 (29.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500-3999</td>
<td>95 (33.7%) 88</td>
<td>94 (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000-4499</td>
<td>41 (14.5%)</td>
<td>43(15.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>282 (100%)</td>
<td>282(100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following sonographic estimation (EFW) and actual weight at birth (ABW), majority of foetuses had normal weight (2500-3999 g).

Table 3: Comparison of estimated fetal weight (EFW) with actual birth weight (ABW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight category</th>
<th>EFW (Gram)</th>
<th>ABW (Gram)</th>
<th>Coefficient of correlation (r)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsomia: &lt;2500g</td>
<td>2285±35</td>
<td>2289±37</td>
<td>0.9651</td>
<td>0.4863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal weight: 2500-3999</td>
<td>3534±38</td>
<td>3547±46</td>
<td>0.9475</td>
<td>0.4654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrosomia: &gt;4000g</td>
<td>4315±46</td>
<td>4344±52</td>
<td>0.8742</td>
<td>0.2137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>3378±40</td>
<td>3393±45</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.368</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard Deviation

Strong positive correlation (r) existed between EFW and ABW while there was no statistically significant difference between mean estimated and actual birth weight of fetuses for each weight category and in the entire population (p >0.05).
Among 43 (15.2%) babies found with actual excessive birth weight (>4000g), table 4 shows that 6 (13.9%) were delivered vaginally (SVD) while 37 (86.1%) were delivered through caesarian section (CS). Furthermore, a statistically significant difference was found between the number of SVDs and CS deliveries (p=0.0001). This is shown below.

**Table 4. Mode of delivery of macrosomic fetuses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delivery mode</th>
<th>No of macrosomic fetuses</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal (spontaneous vaginal delivery [SVD] following induction of labour)</td>
<td>6 (13.9%)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery through Caesarean section (CS)</td>
<td>37 (86.1%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL =</td>
<td>43 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was a significant difference between the number of macrosomic fetuses delivered through SVD and the number delivered through CS (p=0.0001). The mean ABW for primiparas, multiparas and grandparas were 3200±34 g, 3398±43 g and 3422±29 g respectively (table 5). Table 5 also shows that a significant difference exists in mean ABW of babies born by primiparas and multiparas and between primiparas and grandparas whereas no statistically significant difference was found between those born by multiparas and grandparas.

**Table 5. Comparison of mean fetal weights between parity groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parity Group</th>
<th>Mean fetal weight (g) ± SD</th>
<th>Comparison of mean weight between parity group</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primipara</td>
<td>3200±34</td>
<td>Multipara Versus Primipara</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multipara</td>
<td>3398±43</td>
<td>Grandpara versus Primipara</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grandpara</td>
<td>3422±29</td>
<td>Grandpara versus Multipara</td>
<td>0.117**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There is statistically significant difference in the mean fetal weights among multipara and Primipara as well between grandparas and primiparas (p=0.001).

**There is no statistically significant difference between mean fetal weights among grand and multi Para (p=0.117).

Bland and Altman plot (figure 4) showed strong agreement between EFWs and ABWs because it was only in very few instances that differences between the two fell outside the 95% limit of agreement.
Discussion
Nigeria, and indeed, most countries in the sub-Saharan African region are currently having the world’s worst maternal and infant mortality rates.1 Prediction of pre-natal fetal weight is part of standard antenatal care which helps to reduce maternal risks associated with pregnancy such as prolonged labour, pelvic injuries, postpartum bleeding and pre- and peri-natal fetal risks such as shoulder dystocia and birth asphyxia.6,9 Sonography is a well-established imaging modality for pre-natal fetal weight estimation.4,5,20,29 Sonography is an easily available and relatively inexpensive imaging modality in Lagos metropolis, Nigeria.

In the study, a majority of women had sonographically estimated fetal weight of fetuses and subsequent actual birth weight within the normal range (normal fetal weight range = 2500g to 4000g; mean ABW = 3393±45g). This result agrees with the range of normal fetal weights earlier reported in literature.30 The mean ABW in our study was, however, not significantly different (p>0.05) from that recorded in an American population but is not the case with Asian and English population (p<0.05).31,32 This result is contrary to what has been reported in literature which had suggested that the birth weight of African babies is generally smaller than that of Caucasian babies.30 Our results, however, appear to support the notion that African babies tend to weigh more than Asian babies at birth.4,30 The cause of the differences noted was not investigated in the study. We are, however, inclined to believe that technical limitations such as resolution power of our scanner and observer errors in measurements may have contributed. Furthermore, it is also not unlikely that racial differences may have contributed since it has been reported in literature that racial differences exist in fetal weights.20,21 The scan-to-delivery interval (SDI) of 7 days we adopted without adjustment may also have significantly influenced our measurements as it has been reported that fetal weight increases significantly from the 38th week of gestation.33,34

![Figure 4: Bland and Altman plots of differences between estimated fetal weight (EFW) and actual birth weight (ABW).]
In the study, there was a strong positive correlation between EFW and ABW and there was also no statistically significant difference between mean EFW and mean ABW. For microsomic fetuses and macrosomic babies, we also found no statistically significant difference between EFW and ABW (p<0.05). Furthermore, no significant difference was found in the number of sonographically predicted macrosomia and the actual number of macrosomic babies. Moreover, there was no statistically significant difference in the number of sonographically predicted low birth weight fetuses and the number of babies born with low birth weights. All this seems to suggest that sonography appears to have accurately predicted fetal weights in this population. Our result, therefore, seems to agree with the opinion of some investigators who reported that the use of Hadlock 3 to sonographically predict fetal was accurate in those populations.23,24,35 Since we found no statistically significant difference between sonographically estimated low fetal weight compared with babies actually born with low birth weight, and no statistically significant difference was found between fetuses sonographically predicted with excessive weight compared with babies actually born with excessive weight, our result appears to contrast the notion that sonography may be more accurate at predicting low weight fetuses than it is in predicting excessive weight fetuses.19,36.

That we found a statistically significant difference (p<0.05) in the number of excessive weight fetuses delivered vaginally (SVD) and those delivered through Caesarian section (CS) seems an interesting result. In particular, it seems to lay further credence to the fact that the use of the Hadlock 3 fetal weight estimation model was valid in the population and also appears to suggest that the accuracy of sonographically predicted fetal weight in the population was generally high. We cannot explain how or why some macrosomic fetuses were delivered via normal vaginal channel and others were not. We can, however, suggest that sonographically predicted fetal weights may have considerably influenced physicians’ opinions in selecting the delivery route in those instances. We can therefore, say with some level of certainty, that our results appear to support earlier ones that reported that sonographic estimation of fetal weight significantly affects the course of obstetric management.10,22,23,35

Bland and Altman plot is a graphical method of studying reproducibility and reliability of sonographic measurements by comparing such replicate measurements in order to determine their agreement.36 In the study, Bland and Altman plots of differences between EFW and ABW showed that only very few cases fell outside the 95% limits of agreement lines (figure 4). This implies that a high level of agreement exists between EFW and ABW. It can therefore be assumed that sonographically EFWs appear to have truly predicted ABWs in the population. This result agrees with the opinion of previous researchers that sonography is a good estimator of ABW.4,23,24

In the study, mean fetal weights appear to have increased as parity increased and as maternal age also increased. In particular, the significant difference (p<0.05) we found between mean fetal weight among grandparas and primiparas seems to support the opinion of previous investigators who had reported significant differences in fetal weight among different parity groups.37,38 We could not establish the cause of such differences in this study but some researchers had earlier attributed them to maternal factors such as increase in age, gait, weight and parity.37,38

**Limitations**

A major limitation of this study may be the localized nature of the sample studied. The sample was drawn from a population of antenatal clinic attendees in just one tertiary hospital in Lagos, Nigeria (a country with an estimated 170 million people), therefore, the ability to generalize our results is obviously limited. Furthermore, we did not compare sonographic fetal weight estimated with Hadlock 3 algorithm with any other algorithm to determine which algorithm may be more valid in the population. In spite of these limitations, we believe, however, that our result did not establish enough reason to suggest jettisoning ultrasound scanners with Hadlock 3 fetal weight estimation models for sonographic prediction of fetal weight in the population.

**Conclusion**

Ultrasonographically estimated fetal weight positively correlated strongly with actual birth weight of fetuses in Lagos metropolis. The use of Hadlock 3 fetal weight estimation model without further validation, therefore, appears to be valid in the population studied. Furthermore, sonography appears to be an accurate predictor of both low and excessive weight fetuses. We, nevertheless, believe that a further study to compare sonographically estimated fetal weights using different estimation models so as to determine which is best for the Nigerian population may still be necessary.
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